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Fincantieri SI’s products and services are aimed

not only to the marine sector – for cruise ships, 

naval vessels, yachts, o	shore vessels and 

platforms – but also to other industrial segments, 

such as steel, oil and gas and power generation. 

Fincantieri SI brings together each sector’s best 

practices and skills, creating a virtuous circle that 

drives product and service quality ever higher.

A global partner for marine
and heavy industries

Fincantieri SI handles the entire integrated electric

and electronic package, o	ering to its customers

a turnkey product spanning the most sophisticated 

propulsion systems and the on-board electrical 

auxiliaries, delivering project management,

project engineering, construction and commissioning,

key hardware and software components,

and life-cycle service.

Full integrated electrical supplier

Fincantieri SI innovates by pursuing the idea 

of the “smart vessel”. This new, highly 

developed type of ship incorporates advanced 

technology that brings energy-e�ciency 

savings with reduced environmental impact 

and greater comfort, in navigation

and on port both.

Innovation toward
the smart vessel solutions

Fincantieri SI’s operating model is highly 

integrated, with an exchange of expertise

to support clients throughout the entire ship's 

life-cycle.

Service and maintenance activities, also 

supported by remote control and monitoring, 

cover electrical and automation systems, 

as well as key components.

Complete life-cycle service

The only company of its kind in the world

With 21 shipyards and 20,000 people in Europe, Asia and the Americas, Fincantieri is a global 

multinational, the only one that can build all types of highly complex vessel, from cruise ships

to mega yachts and naval vessels to high-end o	shore vessels.

Fincantieri’s culture is built around Italian style, innovation, continual improvement, social 

and environmental responsibility and supreme competitiveness on the market.
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